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Abstract
This paper presents an enhanced system for degraded old document. The developed
system is able to deal with degradations which occur due to shadows, non-uniform
illumination, low contrast and noise. The developed system is able to separate the two
regions of the document. Different filtering techniques are used in the de-noising step for
the purpose of de-noising and a rough estimation of foreground region and background
region. Binarization step is applied by computing an approximate background surface of an
original image. Final threshold step is performed by combining the calculated background
surface with the preprocessed original image, using a threshold parameter for predefined
local window of specific size. Different interpolation techniques are used in the final step to
achieve better quality binary image which yield to elimination noises, improve the quality
of the text regions and preserve stroke connectivity by filling possible breaks, gaps or
holes. The second part of this research deals with optical character recognition,OCR. The
result obtained after preprocessing step (typewritten or printed text, usually captured by
scanner) is converted into machine-editable text. In this phase, we initially trained the
system (on the known samples of each character) in order to to read a specific font
"Intelligent system", then we performed the testing step (converting the image into editable
text). The adaptive image will pass through several steps: image analyses for characters,
detecting individual symbols, line and character boundary detection, resize character,
feature extraction, output computation and finally displaying character representation of the
Unicode output (on microsoft office word application). The proposed system is
implemented and tested on actual degraded images. The proposed technique offers good
output quality and quite fast.
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1. Introduction
Binarization plays a key role in document processing. Its performance affects quite critically the degree
of success in character segmentation and recognition. When processing degraded document images,
binarization is not an easy task. Degradations appear frequently and may occur due to several reasons.
Examples of degradation influence may include the appearance of variable background intensity
caused by non-uniform intensity, and low contrast. Adaptive degraded document binaraization is a
technique used to improve the quality of the degraded document. Enhancement degraded document
uses the visual contents of an image in order to improve the quality of the image, such as shape and
some statistical information such as mean, variance, standard deviation, and image histogram.
The visual contents of the images in the database are extracted and described by one
dimensional feature vectors. The feature vectors of the images in the database form the feature
database. To retrieve desired output, users provide the retrieval system with example images to train
the system for any font kind, the system then changes these images into its internal representation of
feature vectors. The similarities (distances) between the feature vectors of the input image and vectors
on the database will decide the desired output.
In general, image processing is very wide area for scientific research. Many algorithms for
adaptive degraded document image binaraization and Optical Character Recognition (OCR) systems
are available, but there is a limited number of reliable software enhances degraded documents before
starting to convert it to editable text. This step is very important for degraded typed written documents
such as (Fax, old books, …). In despite of the great benefits for software to be used in many fields such
as manuscript recognition, medical diagnosis and others, the demand for getting more reliable and
accurate documents is increased. Adaptive degraded document image binaraization gives a reliable
result. It is mainly performed by clearing up any unneeded objects appeared in the document, hiding
background, remove noise and fill possible breaks, gaps or holes in the foreground and finally improve
the quality of the character strokes before start converting it to editable text. Such system can be used
in many interesting fields:
• Old books digitalization: To convert old books to editable text. This can be very useful in
publishing, editing and storing these books.
• E-learning process: OCR will speed up the transformation from tradition learning system to Elearning system.
• Manuscript recognition: Clearing up manuscript from noise. Binaraization manuscript can be
very helpful in recognition and storing manuscript.
• Cheque entry: Entering typed contents on the cheque directly to the system by scanning the
cheque.
• Fax Recognition: most of fax documents arrive in bad shape and need to be stored in
appropriate way.

2. Methodology
The proposed methodology for degraded and poor quality document text preservation and optical
character recognition is shown in figure 1.
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Figure 1: The main scheme for the proposed methodology for degraded poor quality document and optical
character recognition.

Local and Global adaptive thresholding scheme were applied by [1], [5-11] and [13]. Some of
the researchers applied local adaptive thresholding scheme which which binarizes and enhances poor
quality and degraded document for the location of meaningful textual information [2-10]. Others
applied global threshold in which single calculated threshold value is used to classify image pixels into
backgroung classes [1],[5] and [8]. In this paper we follow the work of [1] and [13] and implement an
enhanced model which overcomes the deficiencies obtained by the different available schemes and
applying iterative piecewise interpolation techniques in the post - processing step It is totally different
than the method applied by [1] which consists of successive application of shrink and swell filtering.
2.1. Step 1- Preprocessing
For degraded and poor quality documents, a preprocessing stage of the grayscale source image I(x, y)
is essential for the elimination of noisy areas and smoothing of background area. In image processing,
it is usually necessary to perform high degree of noise reduction in an image before performing higherlevel processing steps such as thresholding. We implemented different algorithms for preprocessing
stage and will be described below.
2.1.1. Preprocessing Procedure using Median Filter
The median filter is a filtering technique, often used to remove noise from images. This filtering
procedure is used to examine a sample of the input. It is performed using a window consisting of an
odd number of input data samples. Median filtering is a common step in image processing. It is
particularly useful to reduce noise, salt and pepper noise. It has an edge-preserving nature. For
example: if we select 3 x 3 window, median filter will replaces the center value in the window with the
median of all the pixel values in the window. The kernel is usually quadratic but can be of any shape.
An example of median filtering of a single 3x3 window is shown in Table 1.
Table 1:

An example of median filtering procedure, using 3 x 3 window size.
100
155
100

60
170
90

115
110
30

2.1.2. Preprocessing Procedure Using Gaussian Filter
Gaussian filtering is a linear convolution algorithm unrelated to median filter. It employs a convolution
kernel that is Gaussian function, which is defined as:
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where σ is the standard deviation of the Gaussian function. Gaussian filtering allows user to make fine
adjustment to the amount of spatial averaging that occurs in the image. Gaussian filtering with σ value
equal to the radius of neighborhood used in the median filter, gives about the same degree of noise
reduction about blurs edges much than the median. Sample of output generated by Gaussian filter is
shown in figure 2.
Figure 2: Application of Gaussian filter on image I(x,y).

2.2. Step 2: Rough Estimation of Foreground Regions
Thresholding is one of the most common approaches to binaraize image. It provides sufficient
accuracy and high processing speed. Threshold selection is a very hard job. Different algorithms are
available and used in different applications of image processing. Some are global and others are local.
In this work, we introduce four binaraization algorithms (two algorithms are local and the other two are
global). After implementation this step, one obtain a rough estimation of foreground (text) regions. Our
intention is to proceed to an initial segmentation of foreground and background regions that will
provide us a set of correct foreground pixels. At this step, image I (x, y) is processed in order to extract
the binary image S(x, y), where 1’s correspond to the rough estimated foreground region and 0’s
correspond to background region.
Consider the problem of separating the objects from the background in a gray level image I (x,
y), where objects appear darker than the background. This can be done by constructing the binarized
image S(x, y) by comparing the value of the image I(x, y) with T(x, y) at every pixel. Image S(x, y) is
constructed according to the formula n Eq.2.
(2)
where T(x,y) presents the threshold value at coordinate (x,y). Using a fixed value for the threshold does
not yield satisfactory binarization results for images under non-uniform contrast and/or with a nonuniform background.
2.2.1. Local Adaptive Thresholding Using Sauvola Formula
In Sauvola’s binarization method, the threshold surface T(x, y) is computed in terms of the mean values
m(x, y) and the standard deviation s(x, y) of the pixel intensities in an n × n window centered around
the pixel (x, y) as shown in Eq. 2.
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(3)

where R is the maximum value of the standard deviation (R = 128 for the grayscale document), and k
is a parameter which takes positive values in the range [0.2, 0.5].
2.2.2. Global Adaptive Thresholding Using Simple Image Statistics (SIS)
Simple Image Statistic thesholding (SIS) is used by many researchers. This algorithm is implemented
as shown in Figure 3.
Figure 3: Global adaptive thresholding, using simple image statistics.
I (x, y-1)
I (x-1, y)

I (x, y)

I (x+1, y)

I (x, y+1)

For each pixel I(x, y) in the image, apply the following algorithm:
• Compute ex= Abs(I(x+1,y) –I(x-1,y))
• Compute ey=Abs(I(x,y+1)-I(x,y-1))
• Calculate the Weight as: Weight= Max(ex, ey)
• Finally, calculate Global Threshold (T) as follows:
(4)

(5)
Global Threshold (T) = Total / Total weight.

(6)

2.2.3. Local Adaptive Thresholding Using Luminance Value
Luminance value uses a global single-stage thresholding technique that finds the optimum threshold
value for document images, using luminance value (brightest point) and mean of the image. The
luminance value can always be considered as 255. However, in document images, it is observed that
only a few of the documents have a luminance value of 255; thus, the luminance value is considered as
variable in this work. The luminance value is computed by:
(7)
denotes the Luminance value,
is a function used to find the maximum grey
Where
point in the image which was represented as g. The mean value of intensities of an image g is used to
compute the initial separation point of the background and foreground layers as follows:
(8)
where M represents the mean of image, dimx and dimy denotes the x and y dimensions of image
respectively, and I(x, y) represents the original grayscale image. Local deviation D which is the
difference between luminance value and mean value, is computed as follows:
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(9)
where D is the Deviation of the mean from luminance value. Thus, the difference between mean value
which is the initial separation point, and local deviation, gives exact separation point for a document,
and can be calculated as shown in Eq. 10.
(10)
The effect of Local adaptive threshold luminance value is shown in figure 4.
Figure 4: Local Adaptive threshold luminance value.

2.2.4. Threshold Selection Using Mean and Standard Deviation
For given values for k1 and k2, the method finds threshold T. k1 and k2 take values between 1 and 2,
depending on image brightness. The threshold T is computed as shown in Eq. 11.
T = k1 µ + k2 σ
(11)
where µ is the mean value and σ is the variance. This method is used when the image is very dark (low
values in histogram), low mean and standard deviation values.
2.2.5. Manual Thresholding
After applying one of the above thresholding techniques, we suggested a manual thresholding approach
to ensure good output quality. This can be performed by selecting variable window size in the area that
was not improved after applying one of the thresholding technique (very dark background area, very
bright foreground area), then applying iteratively threshold values between (0 – 255) until one can find
the most appropriate output.
2.3. Step 3-Rough Estimation of Background Region
In this stage, one can abstract the background pixels from the foreground objects and calculate the
approximate values for the background pixels behind the foreground objects. The output of this step
will be the main input for next step which computes the final foreground regions, by comparing the
rough estimation of foreground and background image. At this stage, we compute an approximate
background surface B(x, y) of the image I (x, y). For pixels that correspond to 0’s at binary image S(x,
y) (not foreground), the corresponding value at B(x, y) equals to I (x, y) (preprocess image). For the
remaining pixels, the valuation of B(x, y) is computed by a neighboring pixel interpolation [1], as:

(12)
The interpolation window of size dx × dy is defined to cover at least two image characters.
Most of the time, we selected window of size 6 X 6. Some images give bad result when implementing
the above formula suggested by [1]. This might occurs when the region of the window is very dark and
a division by zero is faced. This special case is faced when:
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(13)

A sample result obtained by the above formula for the rough estimate of background area is
shown in figure 5.
Figure 5: Rough estimation of background region.

2.4. Step 4- Final Estimation
In this step, the final thresholding T(x,y) for each pixel at (x, y) is computed by combining the
calculated background surface B(x, y) with the preprocessed image
I(x, y). Text areas are located if the distance of the preprocessed image I (x, y) from the
calculated background B(x, y) exceeds a threshold d (B(x, y)).
(14)
The threshold d (B(x, y)) must change according to the gray-scale value of the background
surface B(x, y) in order to preserve textual information even in very dark background areas. For this
reason threshold d (B(x, y)) has smaller values for darker regions.
(15)
To simulate this requirement, we use the following logistic sigmoid function which is
recommended by [8].
(16)
For the case of degraded and poor quality document images, we assumed the values of the
parameters q, P1 and P2 to be 0.65, 0.55 and 0.85 respectively. Final estimation for foreground region is
shown in figure 6.
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Figure 6: Step 4, final estimation of foreground region.

2.4.2. Final Thresholding: Iterative Thresholding
The main idea for this step is to approximate the ideal threshold value that should be used in order to
remove all noises and yield to better output. Evaluating the best threshold value iteratively should be
evaluated according to the changes between the number of foreground and background pixels. (If there
is big change, one should use iterative threshold, otherwise use any other thresholding procedure as
defined before).To perform this, calculate foreground and background pixels mean, as shown in Eq. 17
and Eq. 18.
(17)

(18)
The new threshold is computed by averaging the foreground mean and background mean, then
subtracting the initial value of the old threshold from new threshold. If the result is less than minimum
value of certain error value then stop iteration, otherwise calculate the new threshold again until the
condition is satisfied. This can be implemented as follows:
• Select Initial value for threshold;
• Assign value for Minimum _Error;
• New_Thresold=Old _threshold;
Do {
Old_threshold=New _threshold;
New_threshold=(Background_Mean+ForgroundMean)/2.;
} while Abs(Old_threshold – New_threshold) > Minimum Error;
2.5. Step 5 - Post Processing
Post-processing step is applied on the resulting binary image in order to eliminate noise, improve the
quality of text regions and preserve stroke connectivity, remove and filling of possible breaks, gaps or
holes. This main step is performed in two phases:
PHASE 1: In this phase, a shrink filter is used to remove the remaining noise from the background.
Each foreground pixel in the image is examined, and an N X N sliding window (5 X 5 window is
recommended) around each foreground pixel in the image is selected. If number of background pixels
in the sliding window (Psh) is larger than a fixed value (Ksh), then this pixel is changed to background.
Figure 7 sketches the process applied on 5x5 window.
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Figure 7: 5 x 5 windows selected for removing noises from background region.
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The above process can be calculated easily using Eq. 19 and Eq. 20.
(19)

(20)
In our project a 5 X 5 window is found experimentally to be the most appropriate sliding
window and (Ksh) = v n², where v is a variable ranges between 0.5 and 1. The effect of post processing
step is shown in figure 8.
Figure 8: Post processing step. Noises are removed from Background.

PHASE 2: A swell filter is used to fill possible breaks, gaps or holes in the foreground. The entire
binary image is scanned and each pixel is examined to prevent any increase in the thickness of
character strokes. Three different algorithms are implemented.
2.5.1. Window Swell Filter
The end edges of the characters must be determined (end pixel for each character). In order to know the
location of the character edge, the entire binary image is scanned and divided into 5 X 5 windows. The
center pixel in the window is considered an edge if there is more than one variable value (Edge_Num)
for the foreground pixel. In figure 9, if we consider the center pixel as a character edge, then the model
set (Edge_Num) equals to 3 and gives the user the ability to change this value from the GUI.
Figure 9: Window Swell Filtering scheme.
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If the center pixel is a character edge, then take 8-wisndows around the central window in order
to be able to determine the stroke behavior as shown in figure (10).
Figure 10: 8-windows selected around the central window.

Calculate the number of foreground pixels in each line in the window (five horizontal pixels,
five vertical pixels, five diagonal pixels, five reverse diagonal pixels). If one found more than one
variable value (Pixel_Num) for the foreground pixel in the horizontal line, then consider the line in the
window as if it is a horizontal one and the same for vertical, diagonal and reverse diagonal. If the lines
in opposite windows match (i.e. diagonal line in window 1 and diagonal line in window 8) then
connect them together by converting the matching pixels in the center window to foreground pixels. If
mismatching is found in the windows like horizontal line in window number 1 and vertical line in
window number 8 (in the above example) then do nothing.
2.5.2. Improvement of 8- Window Swell Filter
In 8-window swell filter, one can face a problem if connection is performed between noise and edge of
a character. This is possible since the algorithm above consider only one line in each window. After
several experiments, we implement an improved 8-windows swell by taking three lines from each
window to determine the direction of the character stroke at that window. This modification and
improvement ensure the existence of a character stroke and not noise and the connection will be
between two edges of a character.
2.5.3. Lagrange Interpolation
Double Lagrange interpolation is applied for connecting the edges of two disconnected points for a
specific character as shown in figure (11). This can be performed automatically by the system or by
windowing a specific area in the image where disconnection exists and then fill the empty or white area
to connect the two edges of a character. Suppose the function table has M columns and N rows
(window size is M x N). Each point has coordinate (xm, yn) and the functional value is F(xm, yn). If k is
the order of the polynomial, then the value of the function at any point (x,y) is calculated as shown in
Eq. 21.

(21)
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Figure 11: Sample of disconnected edges of a character in the text image.

When applying the above formula for k = 4, the selected window contains the character with
disconnected edges in two places as shown in figure 12. The interpolating polynomial is able to
connect the two edges automatically at the selected x and y coordinates.
Figure 12: Two disconnected edges of a character connected using double Lagrange interpolating polynomial.

3. Optical Character Recognition (OCR)
Optical character recognition is the electronic translation of images of handwritten, typewritten or
printed text (usually captured by a scanner) into machine-editable text. Figure 1 shows the life cycle of
the OCR step used in our project. An Intelligent systems is implemented for this purpose to recognize
an adaptive degraded document image with only english text images. Character analysis is performed
as a next stage in order to determine character lines in the character image and for the purpose of
detcting characters bounday. A resizing step is also implemented for each character with a standard
size of 200 x 160 pixel. Feature extraction stage for each character is represented as a feature vector,
which defines its identity. The major goal of feature extraction step is to extract a set of features, which
maximizes the recognition rate. Feature extraction methods are based on 3 types of features: Number
of character angles, character projection profile and zoning. In zoning, the character is divided into
NxM zones. For each zone, features are extracted to form feature vector. The main goal of zoning step
is to obtain the local characteristics of the character instead of its global characteristic.

4. Graphical User Interface
A Graphical User Interface was constructed using Microsoft Visual Studio 2005 environment using C#
programming language. This GUI is Dynamic, able to save image at any step, able to skip any steps if
the results are not useful. Image histogram is plotted, statistical information are displayed such as:
(Mean, Median, Max pixel value, Min pixel value, Image size)It is able to brows different image
formats such as: (bmp, Jpg, Jpeg, …), able to modify any algorithm in a simple and user friendly way.
Figure 13 and figure 14 show the graphical user interface for the main system.
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Figure 13: Graphical user Interface for Adaptive degraded document image processing main form.
Image tabs.

Histogram

Process
Choose
technique

Statistical
information

Change
variables
Skip
result

Figure 14: Thresholding form.

Process

Threshold value
Noise value removal

Figure 15: Interpolation process. Manual selection. Window swell filter form.

Apply Interpolation

Save result

5. Results and Conclusions
Thresholding, is a binary contrast enhancement, provides a way of defining the boundaries of objects
that appear on a contrasting background. The Threshold operation takes one image, and maps all the
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pixels of this image whose values fall within a specified range to a specified constant. The range is
specified by a low value and a high value. We implemented the different threshold techniques
described beore. In sauvola thresholding technique, we accomplish better results than all other
techniques. After different experiments, best value for the parameter k must range between [0.1, 0.9].
Filters are used to remove noise from an image and thus smoothing the image. Noise appears as
bright or as dark pixels randomly distributed throughout the image. Noise is normally significantly
brighter or darker than their neighboring pixels. There is no way to get good quality output in the very
dark background area or very bright foreground area without applying manual thresholding.
Swell filtering is not an easy task. The main complexity was in predicting the stroke direction
and the disconnected edges. One of the benefits of adaptive image binaraization algorithm is to prepare
the data as clear as possible for the OCR step, which is the recognition step. OCR (Optical Character
Recognition) is the digital encoding of printed and handwritten characters from an image file. In other
words, OCR is a software program that converts image-texts into computerized or digital text. The
system implemented in this work answers all the above conclusions for the benefits and usefulness of
the different algorithms described. Different images are used to test the system. Experimental results
obtained suggest to use median filter for noisy image. Skipping preprocessing step is recommended if
the image is noisless. Sauvola thresholding method is recommended for foreground estimation. Manual
thresholding in recommended for images with dark background or bright foreground. Figure 16 and
figure 17 show the effect of the different steps described in the proposed model on two different
selected image samples. Both figures show the complete cycle applied by the model. Results obtained
show that: savoula algorithm applied in step-2 together with iterative thresholding in step-4 give better
results and it is recommended to apply itterative process to get free noisy imags.
The effect of the optical character recognition is shown in figure 18. The implemented module
for OCR proves the effeciency of the application of the proposed method on textual image with
degraded and noisy effects. Results shown in figure19 present different input images with different
noises, and show the different output obtained after full execution of the different steps described in the
model. Results obtained prove the effeciency of savoula thresholding method compared with the others
methods. Overall results shows that the proposed algorithm achieves a high performance and does not
require any special parameters. One can select any thresholding method according to the structure,
brightness or darkness of the image, and the system is able to deal with the noises accordingly. The
several steps are applied in sequence and the user is able to perform at any step a semi-automatic
process to repeat or modify or iterate the threshold method until an accepted result is obtained.
Additionally, the system is able to interpolate the data obtained from the image in order to get better
connection between the edges of the disconected character. It also allows the user to windowing a
special location in the image and interpolate manually using 8-points windowing. Different
experiments are applied on different images from old newspapers and old library documents with
different languages, handwritten and textual documents. The proposed medel demonstrates an excellent
results and can be used easily by users. It is simple and user friendly.
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Figure 16: Complete cycle for the application of the model using different thresholding techniques. (a)Original
image. (b) Step-1. Gaussian (c) Step-1. Median. (d)Step-2. Maximum value threshold. (e)Step-2.
Savoula threshold (f)Step-2 Luminance Threshold.(g) Step-2. SIS threshld. ((h) Step-2. Iterative
threshold. (i) Background region. (j) Step-2. Final thresholding. (k) Step-4. Iterative thresholding.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)
-

(g)

(j)

(h)

(i)

(k)
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Figure 17: Complete cyle for the application of the model using different thresholding techniques.

Original Image

Step-1. Gaussian

Step-1. Media

Step-2.Threshold (luminance)

Step-2. Threshold (Maximum value)

Step-2. Threshold (Savoula)

Step-2. Threshold (SIS)

Step-2. Threshold Iterative Threshold

Step-3. Backgound Region.

Step-4. Threshold -Final Thresholding

Step-4. Iterative Thresholding
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Figure 18: Optical character recognition sample output.

Samples of input documents and the resultant output after complete cycle processing are shown
in figure(19) below.
Figure 19: Samples of input documents and the resultant output result after complete cycle of processing.
Input images

Output images
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